1. Cascadia Frontage Rd Trunk - Uplsize G-2003-054
   GOAL: More capacity in central locations
2. Central Trunk Line
   2018 flowing at 50%, augmentation will be needed
   GOAL: More capacity in central locations 9813-69 to 9813-27
3. Davis St. I-10
   Partial diversion of SCE into SCI
   GOAL: UofA expansion area Connect 8808-66 to #158-17
4. Mabel Street Sewer
   Augmentation Completed January 2021
5. Cherry Ave & 9th St
   Relieve siphon restriction, Replace 12" with 15" or better line out
   GOAL: Uof A expansion area 5539-OUT to 2565-03
6. Millmar Rd Capacity Augmentation, to 24" at 0.3%
   GOAL: Serve Rocking K 6592-01 to 2741-08
7. 5th St. west of UofA
   Relieve restriction of 5th St. 20"
   Augment to 30" GOAL: UofA expansion area to 7th SL 8808-76 to 3808-67
8. Santa Cruz River Wash Crossing
   Augment to serve Dove Mountain & Cascada
   GOAL: Bottleneck for Dove Mountain Bajada 3911-08 to 3911-07
9. Mary Ann Cleveland Way at Houghton
   Augment to serve Vail Crossings & State Land
   GOAL: Remove bottleneck in MAC Way to SEI 4636-35A to 4584-03

GOAL: 12" to 15" 2734-01A to 3495-08
GOAL: More capacity in central locations 9813-69 to 9813-27
GOAL: UofA expansion area 5539-OUT to 2565-03
GOAL: Uof A expansion area to 7th SL 8808-76 to 3808-67
GOAL: Remove bottleneck in MAC Way to SEI 4636-35A to 4584-03
GOAL: More capacity in central locations 9813-69 to 9813-27